
The Four Shocking  
Online Statistics That  
the Hearing Care 
Industry Needs to Know
The Four Things That We’ve Learned From Over  
44,000 Website Visitors to 20+ Hearing Care  
Industry Websites Across 16 States



Hey, my name’s Oli – I’m the Chief  
Marketing Officer at Orange & Gray.

When I speak to clinic owners in the hearing care industry about online marketing,  

there seems to be a belief that the only people that visit their websites are 80+ year olds 

using an old desktop computer. There’s a belief that the fonts have to be large, the logo and 

phone number must dominate the page, and that all the key information should be at the 

top of the page (above the fold). 

The problem is, as far as we know, there has never been a study published that shares  

the true digital statistics, figures, and online data from this industry.

However, as we run the digital and online marketing efforts for over 20 clinics containing 

44,710 sessions – each varying in size and state – we’re able to access a large selection  

of across-the-board data. This means that we’re able to combine all our clients’ website 

stats and see industry-wide digital marketing data.

Some of what we have found has surprised us and some has been what we expected – 

but if you want to win with digital and be up-to-date with your online and digital marketing 

strategy – then the four statistics that this document will share may make you question  

your online approach.

Best regards,

Oli Luke, Chief Marketing Officer, Orange & Gray

To make this as helpful as possible,  
I’m going to share the four statistics,  
and then Phil M Jones is going to explain what 
this means from an application perspective.



#1 – Mobile vs. Desktop

People can reach your website through multiple devices.

Whether they are using a computer, a cell phone, or even a tablet (like an iPad).

Modern websites that have been built to the latest specifications should be “mobile-

optimized” – this means that they should change size, shape, and structure depending on 

the device they are being displayed on.

But when it comes to the hearing care industry, what percentage of website visitors use 

desktop, use a cell phone, and use a tablet?

 

Here are the stats:

 

 Desktop: 50.4%

 Cell phone: 42.66%

 Tablet: 6.94%

50.4% of website traffic is from 
desktop, but a huge 42.66% is from 
cell phone and 6.94% is from a tablet.



What This Means

This is a very scary statistic for a lot of hearing care clinics.

As prior to every small event I’ve run in this industry, I have our SEO team audit and run 

reports on all attendees’ websites. We see that on average, between 40-60% of the 

websites in the room are not mobile-optimized.

This means that when somebody visits your website using a cell phone or a tablet,  

it’s a highly frustrating user experience. They have to keep pinching and zooming,  

the forms are difficult to complete, and they often leave your website.

If your website is not mobile-optimized, then you’re essentially wasting half of the traffic 

that your website receives, and even worse, it means that you’re also wasting half of your 

advertising budget. Year-on-year, across many other industries, mobile visits have started  

to become more common than desktop visits – as consumers become more  

and more comfortable with browsing. 

 

If your website is not 
mobile-optimized, then 
you need to fix this 
immediately!



#2 – What is the Average Age  
of Your Website Visitors?

There seems to be a belief in this industry that the average website visitor is in their 80’s, 

uses a desktop computer, and needs all the fonts and phone numbers to be huge.

But is this true, or are we making this judgment on who our average patients are?

 

Because the real question is, how many patients make the decision to visit you by 

themselves and how many are supported to make the decision by their children/

grandchildren?

Well, across all of our clients’ websites, here are the age demographics of the visitors.

 

The largest age bracket is 25 to 34 year olds with 47.02%,  

the second largest is 55-64 with 29.8%, and the third largest is 65+ with 14.57%.

This indicates one clear thing.

 25-34: 47.02%

 35-44: 8.61%

 55-64: 29.80%

 65+: 14.57%

Grandchildren of the patient are  
the most prominent audience to our  
websites (25-34), swiftly followed by  
the children of the patients (55-64).



What This Means

I’ve wanted to see the data on this for so long, as I’ve always had the belief that the children/

grandchildren are the audience that the hearing care industry should be targeting online.

This data means three core things.

Firstly, it means that the language on your website should be tailored for the caregiver  

as much as it should be for the patient. What are the caregiver’s fears? Are they worried 

about taking Pops to you? Have they had the conversation about his hearing loss,  

and how should they go about it?

Secondly, it means that so many of the common myths that we come across are  

redundant. Your phone numbers do not have to dominate the page and you don’t  

need a tool to increase font sizes. The actual people visiting your website are mostly  

web-savvy and sophisticated.

Thirdly, it means that the largest audience to reach your website is often in the research 

phase of helping their parent/grandparents to make a decision. They’re not ready to “buy”  

or “book an appointment” – they need educating, they want to make the right decision,  

and you need to have great blog content and an easy, no-obligation  

way to ask your questions.

 

Once you understand who’s reading 
your website – then your messaging 
should be speaking to them.



#3 – What Is The Best-Performing  
Call-to-Action?

The call-to-action on your website is marketing-speak for how the visitor  

can register some form of interest in what you do.

The most common in this industry is “book an appointment.”

We also commonly see “download free brochure.”

We’ve tested a whole bunch of different call-to-actions to see what performs best,  

and by split-testing multiple call-to-actions over the same number of website visitors, 

here’s what we’ve found.

Note: Data is based on the number of page views vs. the number of conversions  

on the prominent call-to-action of the page.

 

 

Book Appointment

Download Free Guide

Subscribe to Newsletter

Request a Call Back

Download Brochure

Other

26.43%

6.94%

41.66%

19.2%

4.12%

1.73%



What This Means 

Now that you’ve seen the previous two stats that suggest that nearly half of all website  

visits are not from a computer, and that a younger generation is using your website to 

research and help their parents/grandparents – it’s clear to see why call-to-actions like 

“book an appointment” aren’t very popular.

If you can understand where they are in the buying process, most of them are the 

influencers and caregivers in the process.

“Request a Call Back” works well for a few reasons.

•  It allows them to put the ball in your court – if they’re browsing on a Sunday,  

it means that they don’t have to remember your website on the Monday to call you  

– it gives you permission to call them.

•  It’s a low-barrier call-to-action – by taking this small step, they’re not leading  

with any form of big commitment, which feels comfortable and risk-free for them.

•  The biggest thing they’ll often come to your website for is answers and education

– if your website doesn’t give them what they’re looking for, then this call-to-action

is the natural next step.

If your call-to-actions on your website  

aren’t performing – then flipping them to  

“Request a Call Back” might just get some  

more leads through your forms.

 

That’s why a call-to-action that’s offering 
them help will naturally perform the best.



#4 - What Day of the Week Does  
Your Website Get The Most Visits?

Day by day, the level of traffic that reaches your website fluctuates, but we wondered if 

there’s any data that suggests that some days are more popular than others.

And most importantly, we were intrigued to see how much traffic our clients’ websites 

received on Saturdays and Sundays – because if the weekend is a very popular period, then 

it’s crazy not to have somebody (or a call answering service) on hand to deal with inquiries.

Here’s what the data said:

 

This is interesting, and we’re unsure to the exact reasoning behind this  

– but Friday gets more traffic than Monday and Saturday combined,  

with Sunday being the quietest day for traffic.
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What This Means

My guess would be that each day would have been somewhat equal in traffic levels,  

but traffic rockets on both Friday and Wednesday. The only lessons that I take from this  

is the importance of answering inquiries on a Friday and possibly increasing opening  

hours for an extra 30 minutes to handle additional leads.

Many websites in this industry have three call-to-actions. A visitor can either call  

them, complete a form to schedule an appointment, or complete a contact form.  

But if nobody is around to answer the call or respond to the web inquiry – what impact  

will that have on your conversion?

Simple fixes to this include hiring a call answering service to answer calls over the  

weekend, or a simple email autoresponder that automatically responds to out-of-office 

web inquiries that acknowledges the inquiry and sets expectations. 

 

But the thing that stands out  
is that 20% of all your website 
traffic happens across the weekend.



Who Are Orange & Gray?

Orange & Gray partner with leading hearing care clinics  

to build sophisticated digital marketing strategies that  

deliver more ideal patients, greater brand value,  

and increased profitability. www.orange-gray.com


